Movie Rubric
5

3

1

Points achieved

Graphic
Organizers:

Character Map

Map is complete
and descriptive

Setting map

Map is complete
and descriptive

Conflict map

Map is complete
and descriptive

Resolution map

Map is complete
and descriptive

Map is
Map is complete, incomplete and
but there is not
there is not
enough description enough
description
Map is
Map is complete, incomplete and
but there is not
there is not
enough description enough
description
Map is
Map is complete, incomplete and
there is not
but there is not
enough description enough
description
Map is
Map is complete, incomplete and
but there is not
there is not
enough description enough
description

/5

/5

/5

/5

Graphics:
Appearance

Relevance

Timing

All graphics are
1 or 2 graphics are Several blurry
clear and
somewhat blurry graphics
unpixelated
1 or 2 graphics are
All graphics are
Several graphics
somewhat
relevant to topic
do not belong
irrelevant
Graphics appear
Several graphics
1 or 2 graphics
long enough to
disappear too soon disappear too
make their
or remain for too soon or remain
point, but not
long
for too long
too long

/5

/5

/5

Effects:

Appropriate

All effects
enhance
pictures and
augment the
flow of the
movie

1 or 2 effects
distract viewer
from intent of
movie

Several effects
are distracting

/5

Transitions:

Appropriate

All transitions
enhance
pictures and
augment the
flow of the
movie

Timing

Several
Transitions last 1 or 2 transitions
transitions go too
an appropriate go too quickly or
quickly or drag
amount of time drag out too long
out too long

1 or 2 transitions
Several
distract viewer
transitions are
from intent of
distracting
movie

/5

/5

Titles:

Contrast

Font choice

Animation

Timing

Good contrast
between text
Several titles
1 or 2 titles have
have poor
and
poor contrast
background;
contrast
easy to see
Readable font; Font hard to
appropriate for read; distracts
Font unreadable
subject
from subject
Title
Several
animations are 1 or 2 animations
animations are
artistic and add are distracting
distracting
interest
Titles are
Titles go too fast
Title timing is off
visible for an
to read or last so
- needs more
appropriate
long viewer gets
work
amount of time
restless

/5

/5

/5

/5

Audio:

Relevance

Narration is
relevant to
Movie. Adds
interest and
encourages
comprehension

Appropriate

All music is
Most music is
appropriate for
appropriate
the movie

Music distracts
viewer from
intent of the
movie

/5

Volume

All audio clips
are the same
volume

More than 2 clips
vary

/5

Some of the
narration is
relevant, but
some is just for
fun

1 or 2 clips are
louder or softer
than others

Narration
distracts viewer
from intent of
Movie

/5

Storyline:
The story line
The storyline is The storyline can
is easy to
follow and in
hard to follow
not be followed
and there is an and there is more
sequential
order. There is element of B-M-E than one element
missing
of B-M-E missing
a beginning,
middle and end

/5

Grammar/
Mechanics:
There are no
grammatical or
mechanical
mistakes

There is 1 or 2
mistakes in
grammar or
mechanics

There are more
than 2 mistakes
in grammar or
mechanics

There are
spelling
mistakes
90 – 100
80 – 89
70 – 79
60 – 69
Below 59

There is more
There is one
spelling mistake than one spelling
mistake

/5

Spelling:

Total points:

no

A
B
C
D
F

/5

/100

